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Governance Model Working Group
SWITCH has published its call for participation in working groups in July 2014 as described
on http://projects.switch.ch/eduid/working-groups/.
The Governance Model working group consists of 5 volunteers from 4 institutions:
• Kai Blanke (project leader IT strategy and processes, UNISG),
• Mario Gay (head of Servizio informatico TI-EDU, USI),
• Michael Hausherr (enterprise architect, FHNW),
• Niklaus Lang (head IT Strategy & Project Management, FHNW),
• Jean-François Rossignol (responsable Infrastructure Système d’information et
Exploitation, UNIGE).
Goals of the working group are to provide input for the Governance Model by
•
•
•

acting possible cases out to check usability and robustness of Governance Model
identifying points to be adapted/improved
discussing issues with legal representatives at institutions

The working group has met May 4 2015 at Zurich (hosted by SWITCH). During the
workshop the participants have exchanged their impressions about completeness, and
quality of the information provided within the draft version of this report (prepared by
SWITCH) as well as their recommendations for the Governance Model. This input was
collected and integrated in this report.
The working group was moderated by Christoph Graf (christoph.graf@switch.ch) and the
report edited by Petra Kauer-Ott (petra.kauer@switch.ch).

Used Abbreviations
AA

Attribute Authority

HEI

Higher Education Institution

IAM

Identity and Access Management

IdM

Identity Management

IdP

Identity Provider

SAML

Security Assertion Markup Language

SP

Service Provider (provides access to resources/services)
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1

Summary

The purpose of this report is to build a base for the future Governance Model for Swiss
edu-ID. It describes the existing governance structure for SWITCH and SWITCHaai as well
as new stakeholder groups that may become part of the governance structure and how
those could be involved and the final Governance Model be elaborated.
Swiss edu-ID is a new kind of service compared to the portfolio of SWITCH services within
the past. This new Identity management service is intended also for the benefit of people
with a weak relation to academic institutions and for alumni – therefore new customer
segments will be addressed and new stakeholder groups are involved - during the
development as well as in the role of customers of the service.
The existing, well proven Governance Model for SWITCHaai builds a very good base for
Swiss edu-ID governance. Hence it should be used as far as possible and be extended in
order to include new stakeholder groups in an appropriate way.
The following general recommendations for governance structure, involvement of new
stakeholders and activities have been defined by the working group:
a) Swiss edu-ID should be seen as a superset of AAI.
b) A common roadmap for AAI and Swiss edu-ID has to be defined, including transition
of governance.
c) For scalability more topical/stakeholder/working groups are necessary.
d) Potential stakeholders should be approached and involved early. They should take a
formal “seat” in a committee.
e) The communication has to be professionalized in regard to a growing number of and
more diverse stakeholder groups to be communicated and involved.
f)

The processes working group should continue its work.

g) The business side in continuing education must be addressed (à Business Model).
h) The Advisory-Committee should be extended, in a first stage with representative(s)
of Continuing Education and University Administration, in a second stage with
representative(s) of Alumni-Organisations and third party Service Providers
(depending on Business Model).
i)

The Swiss edu-ID brand should be adopted for the renewed AAI-Bodies
(repositioning).

Those recommendations should be considered within the project planning in general and
within the communication concept and Governance Model in particular.
The Governance Model depends also on the chosen Business Model and has therefore to
be adapted to the strategic orientation of the Swiss edu-ID service.
It’s too early to act possible cases out to check usability and robustness of the (final)
Governance Model and there’s currently no need to discuss issues with legal
representatives at institutions. Those may be tasks for the future project phase and/or other
working groups.
It’s recommended to review the applied Governance Model after 3 or 4 years of practice.
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2

Swiss edu-ID

The goal of Swiss edu-ID is to build up a new persistent federated Identity Management for
Swiss universities (based on SWITCHaai). This digital identity should be user-centric and
accepted worldwide. Swiss edu-ID will allow individuals to use university services with a
single identity (key) that is valid over the long term and accessible to all relevant individuals.
Services will benefit from the supported self-registration process as well as from a higher
quality by validated information. A newly constructed IAM system will also offer the potential
to facilitate the management of user data for institutions, and to create interfaces to nonacademic services, research platforms, cloud services, social networks, non-web-based
resources, etc. and to make these interfaces available to all universities.
Swiss edu-ID will allow to move from the temporary, organisation-centric identity
mangement paradigm (AAI) to a persistent, user-centric paradigm. It provides a universityindependent context so that academic services can be provided independent of a local
organisation and contributors as well as consumers are not bound to those with a specific
employment or relationship as it is currently the case. Therefore a working Swiss edu-ID is
the base on which IT-based academic services can be put on a wider level addressing in
particular:
•
•

•
•

Longevity: provide all relevant individuals a long-lived user-centred Swiss academic
identity instead of an institutional role-based temporal identity
User-centrism: Enabling members of the Swiss academic community to collaborate
independently of their organizational affiliation (thus supporting inter-institutional
change & work)
Inclusiveness: Enhancing the Swiss academic community by people which have no
current employment / relationship to participating organisations
Effectiveness: Reducing local administration work (providing / maintaining accounts)

Those principles have an influence also on the governance of the new federation. A first
outline of the Governance Model was already published in the High Level Architecture
document (http://swit.ch/eduid/SwissEduIDArchitecture.pdf):
The Swiss edu-ID is a service of SWITCH and all governing structures in place to govern
SWITCH services are applicable to the Swiss edu-ID as well. This includes in particular
service related tasks like:
•
•

Yearly review of all SWITCH services by the SWITCH foundation council based on key
indicators
Approval of next year's budget, including cost estimates of individual service groups

To better steer SWITCH services with complex stakeholder constellations, SWITCH often
sets up long-lived stakeholder groups with specific mandates. In the case of the Swiss eduID service, the stakeholder groups established for the SWITCHaai service will - where
reasonable - receive an extended mandate to cover aspects of the Swiss edu-ID. The
following long-lived stakeholder groups are foreseen during the start-up phase of the Swiss
edu-ID:
•
•

The existing AAI Advisory Committee will be extended to cover service strategy aspects
of both SWITCHaai and Swiss edu-ID
The existing AAI Attribute Taskforce will be extended to provide guidance on both
SWITCHaai and Swiss edu-ID

This takes into account, that both SWITCHaai and Swiss edu-ID need be further developed
in a coordinated fashion. SWITCH will decide - in close consultation with the SWITCH
Community - on the establishment of additional consultation groups as seen fit for the
purpose at any time.
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2.1

Swiss edu-ID compared to SWITCHaai

Swiss edu-ID profits by the well-established framework of SWITCHaai. It follows several of
the main principles having proven their strengths within the last ten years. But SWITCHaai
has also shown some limitations that should be overcome with Swiss edu-ID.
SWITCHaai federation:
-

Temporary identity

-

Users as members of organisations (may have several identities at institutions)

-

One IdP per organisation

Swiss edu-ID federation:
-

Persistent identity

-

Users as independent / mobile individuals (have one unique identity that may be
temporarily related to one or multiple institutions)

-

One IdP per federation

Fig. 1: Federation with SWITCHaai and with Swiss edu-ID
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SWITCHaai

Swiss edu-ID

Identity Framework

Role-based, organisationcentred, “stand-alone” federated
identity

Persistent, user-centric, “linked”
federated identity

Identity Management

Identity built and managed by
(home) organisation

Identity built and owned by user
(self-registration, core attributes);
enriched by organisations
(additional attributes, validation)

Identity Lifetime

Identity limited to period of
organisational membership

Persistent identity (with regular
validation)

Number of Identities
per individual

One identity per organisational
membership of an individual

One unique identity per individual

Users

Members of Swiss academia

Members of Swiss academia and
people with relation to academic
institutions (like library users,
continuing education participants,
alumni or guests)

User Consent

When user accesses a resource
for the first time and for whole
attribute set requested by a
resource

At least when user accesses a
resource for the first time;
ev. for subsets of attributes

Role of Organisations

Identity Provider (incl. Attribute
Authority);
Service Provider

Attribute Authority;
Service Provider

Responsibility for
identity data

Organisations

Individual & organisations

Identity Provider(s)
(IdP)

One Identity Provider per
institution

One central Identity Provider
(SWITCH), aggregation of attributes

Attribute Authorities
(AAs)

AA is part of a local Identity
Provider;
Attributes provided by the local
Identity Provider/AA;
Identity Provider/AA located at
organisation - primarily Higher
Education Institutions

Local AAs (instead of local Identity
Providers);
attributes may come from different AAs
and are aggregated by Swiss edu-ID
IdP;
AA located at organisation - primarily
Higher Education Institutions (may be
extended to additional AAs in the
future)

Service Providers
(SPs)

SWITCH Community and
Federation Partners

Federation members and partners

Local Identity Provider (core and
others as well as local attributes)

Central Identity Provider stores core
attributes and
Attribute Authorities store additional
and local attributes of their members
and related individuals.

Attribute Storage

Attribute Management,
by one (home) organisation
Control & Validation

by user (core attributes), central
Identity Provider and (several)
organisations

Supported Resources
(protocols)

Access via Web browser, support for
Web and cloud Services, and mobile
applications (SAML, support for
additional protocols, e.g. OAuth 2 or
OpenID connect)
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Access via Web browser (SAML)

Agreements

Federation Partner Agreement &
service regulations

Federation Partner Agreement &
service regulations,
terms of use (for users)

Table1: Comparison SWITCHaai and Swiss edu-ID

2.2

New Stakeholder Groups with Swiss edu-ID

The Swiss edu-ID federation includes also new stakeholders compared to SWITCHaai.
Especially important for the Governance Model are:
a) University Management
b) University Administration
c) Continuing Education
d) Alumni-Organisations
e) End-Users
a. Uni: new role as owner of their identities
b. Uni-rel.: continuing education participants, alumni, guests etc.
c. non-Uni: library users, service staff of external companies etc.
f)

Service Providers (non-Uni; as new federation partners; may provide new services)

Fig. 2: Stakeholder Map (with involvement per stage)
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Below the stakeholder groups and their representation within the current governance of
SWITCHaai, status and proposed activities to integrate the new stakeholder groups in the
governance structures are shortly described.
a) University Management
Adoption of Swiss edu-ID depends highly on the management level. On the one hand it has
to agree on the Swiss edu-ID framework, on the other hand it has to agree to pay for the
service – for the externally provided parts (central IdP) as well as for internal costs (AAs,
SPs etc.). University Management is partially represented in the SWITCH foundation
council and the foundation committee.
Status:
Representation of this stakeholder group within the main governing bodies is established,
but there’s no direct involvement on service/project level.
Annual management meetings with all universities are established and can be used as one
of the regular information channels.
Activities:
A high involvement of university management in the project is not realistic, therefore a
precise information strategy should be applied to provide the right information to the right
people at the right time. The information has to help to prepare necessary decisions at
management level of the institutions.
A communication concept should be elaborated addressing this stakeholder group in
particular.
b) University Administration
Administrative staff as Human Resources (HR), student services etc. at institutions,
managing user data. Institutional staff supplies, verifies, corrects, updates and removes
identity information through different local systems.
Swiss edu-ID may have an influence on processes and workflows where administrative staff
is involved. Those people may not be familiar with SWITCHaai and/or will have to change
their workflows when Swiss edu-ID will be implemented at their institutions.
Status:
There are very few contacts between SWITCH and this stakeholder group until now, and no
direct information or communication channels to those people are established. They are not
part of the governance structures and their point of view was only provided by intermediaries as management people and members of IT services so far.
Activities:
This group should be addressed and involved in a next step. Communication channels to
them have to be established. As there are usually no direct contacts from SWITCH to those
stakeholders the working group(s) should propose who to contact and introduce
SWITCH to them. Especially requirements for registration processes must be integrated
since adaptations of them may cause higher effort for the universities.
Those stakeholders may ideally also participate in working groups and should be
represented in the future Advisory Committee.
c) Continuing Education
Continuing education departments organize, administrate and manage course offers. Some
of them do manage the identities of participants in separate systems, some departments or
courses (respectively the participants) are integrated in a university’s central Identity
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Management. Swiss edu-ID may help to fully integrate such participants and facilitate the
identity management of course participants.
Currently some users own an AAI identity provided by their home organisation (ev. also a
VHO identity), others don’t (own local identity only), depending on institution and course.
Continuing education departments are not represented in the governing structures of
SWITCHaai but may be subscribed as Service Providers to the AAI-Operations mailing list
in particular cases.
Status:
A contact to the swissuni (Swiss University Continuing Education) president is established.
Swiss edu-ID will be presented during the next swissuni meeting. Swissuni will decide
afterwards about their commitment to Swiss edu-ID.
Activities:
This stakeholder group should be addressed and involved in a next step.
Communication channels to them have to be established.
Those stakeholders may ideally also participate in working groups and should be
represented in the Advisory Committee.
The business aspect of continuing education has to be addressed (within Business
Model).
d) Alumni-Organisations
Alumni organisations manage identities of former institutional members and provide
services for their members (may be Service Providers themselves or manage relations to
Service Providers). Umbrella organisations manage users and services for their suborganisations. They may use Swiss edu-ID for their members in the future. Alumni
organisations are not represented in the current governance structures since their members
do usually no more own an AAI identity (may use Guest IdP or VHO accounts for specific
purposes).
Status:
A contact to the managing director of FHSchweiz is established. FHSchweiz covers ca.
80% of the FH Alumni organizations. Several pilots do also involve alumni as user group.
Activities:
This stakeholder group should be addressed and involved in a second step.
Communication channels to them have to be established. Those stakeholders may ideally
also participate in working groups and should be represented in the Advisory
Committee.
A presentation of Swiss edu-ID at the Swiss Alumni Conference 2016 could be an
opportunity to get feedback from this stakeholder group. A pilot with a local Alumni
organisation should be elaborated to allow first productive experiences with Swiss edu-ID
and increase awareness.
e) End-Users (Uni, Uni-rel, non-uni)
When trying to connect to certain services offered by Service Providers, the User may need
a Swiss edu-ID.
If a user is member of an institution being part of the SWITCH community (Uni), to have a
Swiss edu-ID will be optional in stage 1, but mandatory from stage 2. Members of
institutions are represented through their organisation within the governance structures.
End-Users may have relations to institutions as alumni, guests etc. (Uni-rel.) or have no
stable relation to them (non-Uni).
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Status:
First experiences with communication concept for user migrations during portfolio pilot.
Few experience with direct contact to end-users since organisation and communication for
support etc. was covered by institutions in the past.
Current feedback channels within version 1.0 are issue tracking (bugs and improvements)
and e-mail (technical problems and questions). This is sufficient since the user base is
currently small.
Activities:
Users with a relation to an institution/organisation should be represented through the
organisation/related department (representatives of university members, continuing
education, alumni organisations etc.). Their representation in the boards has to be
organised (see c) and d)).
The higher responsibility and necessary activity (user-consent, data updates) of the user
should be supported by the organisations communication to their members and related
parties. Additional information is necessary during the transition phase from AAI to
Swiss edu-ID. SWITCH and the universities should decide in each case how to proceed.
The system should be developed so that it provides meaningful feedback channels for all
end-user groups and transparency of processes.
f) Service Providers
Service Providers offer services to their user base. They may be members of the SWITCH
community or be external Service Providers (non-Uni) bound to the legal framework of the
Swiss edu-ID federation. Currently University Service Providers are represented in the
governing bodies of AAI (especially AAI Community Group) and should correspondingly be
represented in Swiss edu-ID bodies. Third party Service Providers (“Digital Content
Providers”) have a “sponsor” signing the application form. Such a supporting organisation
must be federation partner.
An institution may be both in the future - Attribute Authority and Service Provider (for one or
multiple services).
Status:
Service Providers and Identity Providers (in the future Attribute Authorities) are bound to
regulations and policies defined in the SLA’s and contracts they have signed with AAI.
It has to be defined if and how far the federation should be extended (compare Business
Model report). Third party Service Providers are currently not represented in the governing
bodies.
Activities:
Service Providers have to be represented adequately in the boards. Depending on strategy
external Service Providers may be more or less involved. The Governance Model has to
take account of this strategy defined in the Business Model and to clarify the role of third
party Service Providers within the governance structures.
The IT Services are as stakeholders already well represented within the existing
SWITCHaai governance structures. They are the key stakeholder group concerning
planning and operation of the Swiss edu-ID service. Therefore they must be involved in
upcoming permanent bodies of Swiss edu-ID as well.
Since the integration at institutions can be planned correctly only if the project phase 2 and
its roadmap are aligned to (individual) institutional requirements and their IdM/IAM
roadmaps, the IT Services should participate in accompanying working groups (e.g.
processes WG). A biding roadmap has to be prepared and arranged with the universities.
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3

Governance

3.1

SWITCH Governance

SWITCH as operator of different infrastructures and services has its own governing bodies
that are used to manage and supervise its projects and services
(see https://www.switch.ch/about/foundation/governance/):

The general strategy is approved by the Foundation Council.

3.2

SWITCHaai Governance

The Governance Model of SWITCHaai is outlined within the “SWITCHaai Service
Description”1:
3.2.1

Federation Operator (SWITCH)

SWITCH consults with the AAI Advisory Committee and the AAI Community Group for
advice and opinion on new long-term developments and administrative and technical
optimization.
SWITCH is responsible for maintaining formal ties with relevant national and international
organisations.
3.2.2

AAI Advisory Committee

The AAI Advisory Committee represents the major SWITCHaai stakeholder groups, such as
the SWITCH Community, higher education political bodies and SP Operators. The AAI
Advisory Committee acts in an advisory capacity with regard to long-term AAI strategy.
SWITCH consults the AAI Advisory Committee on topics such as:
• which kind of Federation Partners to accept
• which kind of Federation Partners to entitle to operate an IdP
• entering into inter-federation agreements
The Advisory Committee has no decision rights. SWITCH decides on the membership
composition of the AAI Advisory Committee.

1

https://www.switch.ch/aai/docs/SWITCHaai_Service_Description.pdf
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3.2.3

AAI Community Group

The AAI Community Group is the group consisting of representatives from all organisations
of the SWITCH Community that are SWITCHaai Participants. It is an information channel
and an opportunity for feedback on operational or technical issues. SWITCH maintains a list
of the official representatives.
(see also https://www.switch.ch/aai/participants/committees/)
3.2.4

Change of Governance

Any changes of the governance MUST be discussed with the AAI Advisory Committee and
the AAI Community Group before they are decided and published on the SWITCHaai
Website.
3.2.5

AAI Attribute Taskforce

Attribute specifications are discussed within the AAI Attribute Taskforce. This group has
provided already advice for the specification of the Swiss edu-ID Unique Identifier (see
http://projects.switch.ch/export/sites/projects/eduid/.galleries/documents/UniqueIdentifier_S
pec-v11.pdf)
3.2.6

Information Channel

SWITCHaai system administrators should be subscribed to the AAI-Operations mailing
list since important technical and operational information is distributed over it. It is the
primary channel for updates and upgrades of AAI components and the associated migration
schedules.
SWITCH and SWITCHaai governance is in line with other federations governance models usually with a single governing body overseeing the whole system and taking fundamental
decisions.

3.3

Swiss edu-ID Governance

The ongoing Swiss edu-ID project underlies the foundation governance and is supervised
by a committee (Projektausschuss (PAS) consisting of members of the Managing Board).
Swiss edu-ID as operative service should overtake the existing governing bodies as far as
possible and involve permanently the new stakeholder groups. The following boards should
be extended:
3.3.1

Swiss edu-ID Working Groups

The new stakeholder groups must be represented within the future working groups of the
Swiss edu-ID project. Especially
-

University Administrations

-

Continuing Education, and

-

Alumni Organisations

should be involved.
The processes working group should continue its work and provide input about addition
of new attributes, data flows etc.
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3.3.2

Swiss edu-ID Community Group

The existing AAI Community Group should continue its work and be complemented with
representatives of the stakeholder groups
- University administrations
- Continuing Education
- Alumni Organisations
- third party Service Providers (depending on strategy defined in Business Model).
The group should adopt the Swiss edu-ID brand.
3.3.3

Swiss edu-ID Community Group

The existing AAI Community Group should continue its work and involve representatives
from all organisations of the SWITCH Community that are SWITCHaai and/or Swiss edu-ID
Participants.
The group should adopt the Swiss edu-ID brand.
3.3.4

Technical Standards Taskforce

The existing AAI Attribute Taskforce should continue its work but enlarge its scope beyond
attribute specification to all relevant technical fields (as interfaces etc.) of the Swiss edu-ID
implementation. Therefore the board could be enlarged and complemented with technicians
with other areas of expertise.
The group should adopt the Swiss edu-ID brand.
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